
Clothing: City Amour - 5th level cut resistant Bandana with carbon smoke filter. UHMWPE version.
 

City Amour - 5th level cut resistant Bandana with carbon smoke filter.
UHMWPE version.
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Clothing: City Amour - 5th level cut resistant Bandana with carbon smoke filter. UHMWPE version.
 

Armoured Bandana by StreetSafe, from the outside looks like a normal bandana while being highly cut resistant (up to the highest 5th level of
cut-resistance), and providing a carbon air filter that makes it perfect for protecting one-self in any public unrest situation.   5th level cut
resistance.  Smoke Filter (PM 2.5).  Weight around 500 grams.  Bandana size 100x100 cm.  UHMWPE layer size at least 75x75 cm.  Can be
cleaned in washing machine.  No cut-resistance certification from producer.  On stock available in Black. Other colors available on make to
order basis. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
450,00 z?

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Armoured Bandana by StreetSafe is highly cut resistant (A5 protection level), contains a smoke filter and from an outside is not distinguishable
from a normal daily use Shawl.

The Armoured Bandana consists of 3 parts:
- Good quality daily use bandana is an outside layer. It provides normal look and makes it indistinguishable from other shawls.
- Cut resistance is achieved by incorporation of the Cut Resistant Fabric (depending on a version it can be Kevlar, UHMWPE or Cut-Tex Pro)
from the inside.
- and a smoke filter pocket that provides limited functionality of a gas mask.

The StreetSafe Shawl Armour weights 500 grams. The resistant layer is 75x75 cm and and the bandana is 100x100cm

The Armoured Bandana by Street Safe will be delivered to You in a nice package reusable 2L metal can, 2 PM 2.5 carbon smoke filters and
a sample piece of the UHMWPE fabric for own testing.

 

Detailed product review and movies can be found HERE.
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